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Sophie McKenzie brilliantly sets the scene with rich characters and the whole book is a never-ending twist of events that keeps you guessing then throws in more possibilities! I really felt for all the characters and can't believe what Gen went through! This book doesn't fizzle out at any point and the ending definitely wasn't disappointing.
Close My Eyes: Amazon.co.uk: Sophie McKenzie ...
Sophie McKenzie hasn't strayed too far from the young adult style she's used to with this adult book that was an entertaining distraction but ultimately too ridiculous and unbelievable to deserve a higher rating. No one will see the twists coming because they are more than a little too "out there" to be believed. But it is entertaining.
Close My Eyes by Sophie McKenzie - Goodreads
From Sophie McKenzie, author of Girl, Missing, Close My Eyes is a deeply chilling and addictively compelling page-turner that grabs onto you and doesn't let go. Special offers and product promotions. Amazon Business: For business-exclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable ...
Close My Eyes: Amazon.co.uk: McKenzie, Sophie ...
Sophie McKenzie was born and brought up in London, where she still lives with her teenage son. She has worked as a journalist and a magazine editor, and now writes full time. She has tallied up numerous award wins and has twice been longlisted for the Carnegie Medal.
Close My Eyes eBook by Sophie McKenzie | Official ...
Sophie McKenzie brilliantly sets the scene with rich characters and the whole book is a never-ending twist of events that keeps you guessing then throws in more possibilities! I really felt for all the characters and can't believe what Gen went through! This book doesn't fizzle out at any point and the ending definitely wasn't disappointing.
Close My Eyes eBook: McKenzie, Sophie: Amazon.co.uk ...
Just read Close my eyes by sophie McKenzie. Slow for 170 pages then really picked up. My daughters have read all her kid / teen books so it was a must for me to read her first adult novel. Will there be a follow up I...
Close My Eyes by Sophie McKenzie | Waterstones
'Close My Eyes starts with a parent's worst nightmare and builds from there, twists and twists again, finally delivering a final punch that will leave you gasping.' - Joseph Finder,New York Times bestselling author *This eBook now contains a sneak peek of Sophie McKenzie's gripping psychological thriller, Trust in Me, also available in paperback and eBook* APPLE BOOKS REVIEW. Young-adult ...
?Close My Eyes on Apple Books
Close My Eyes by Sophie McKenzie (Paperback, 2013) 2 product ratings. 5.0 average based on 2 product ratings. 5. 2 users rated this 5 out of 5 stars 2. 4. 0 users rated this 4 out of 5 stars 0. 3 ...
Close My Eyes by Sophie McKenzie (Paperback, 2013) for ...
The suspense within Sophie McKenzie’s novel “Close My Eyes” is what grasped my attention. This adult fiction contains a high mixture of mystery with suspenseful twists, thriller and drama, along with mentioning of death, incest and many dark secrets uncovered, is what made this an excellent read.
“Close My Eyes” by Sophie McKenzie – Become a Fighter, Not ...
Close My Eyes [McKenzie, Sophie] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Close My Eyes
Close My Eyes: McKenzie, Sophie: 9781250033895: Amazon.com ...
May 2, 2013 // Books // books / Close My Eyes / contemporary fiction / fiction It's been eight years since Geniver Loxley lost her daughter, Beth. Since that day, Gen has been floundering. While her husband Art builds his business reputation and their fortune, she can't let go of Beth.
Richard and Judy Review: Close My Eyes - Sophie Mckenzie ...
If you could play editor, what scene or scenes would you have cut from Close My Eyes? I would cut parts of most scenes. The scenes are dragged out and this doesn't add to the suspense, it's just irritating. Any additional comments? The story is far fetched and doesn't suspend reality. 1 person found this helpful Overall 4 out of 5 stars. Performance 4 out of 5 stars. Story 4 out of 5 stars ...
Close My Eyes Audiobook | Sophie McKenzie | Audible.co.uk
Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Close My Eyes by McKenzie, Sophie Book at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products!
Close My Eyes by McKenzie, Sophie Book 9781471111730 | eBay
From Sophie McKenzie, author of Girl, Missing, Close My Eyes is a deeply chilling and addictively compelling page-turner that grabs onto you and doesn't let go. Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought
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